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For immediate release 

Monday 7 June 2021 

MJ Hudson strikes new partnership to enhance liquid alternative 

strategies and hedge funds coverage 

London,  7 June: MJ Hudson, the specialist service provider to the asset management industry, today 

announces a partnership with Kaleidoscope Capital, enhancing the coverage of liquid alternative strategies 

and emerging managers, within its investment consulting practice. 

Kaleidoscope Capital is an independent advisory firm focused on providing a full range of solution driven 

services for alternative investments, with a focus on liquid alternative investment strategies and actively 

managed total return investments. 

Founder and CEO of Kaleidoscope, Davide Alfano, said:   

“We are seeing significant renewed interest from investors to allocate into liquid alternative investments and 

absolute return strategies in the current low yield investment environment. Our extensive experience and 

broad network of relationships within this area allow us to identify which managers have the relevant 

strategy and skills to succeed. Through our processes and methodologies, which have been refined over 

many years of portfolio management experience, we enable our clients to invest in the space with increased 

confidence and efficacy. 

Having worked with MJ Hudson for a number of years, I know the quality of the team and infrastructure they 

have built. Partnering with MJ Hudson allows us to focus 100% of our time where it really counts for our 

clients: finding and qualifying the very best managers and investment solutions in liquid alternatives.” 

Commenting on the partnership, Will Roxburgh, Managing Director of MJ Hudson’s Fund Management 

Solutions team said “Working with Davide and his team allows us to add more firepower and provide even 

deeper coverage of less well-established managers – expanding the services we can offer to clients” 
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Notes to Editors 

ABOUT MJ HUDSON 

MJ Hudson, the specialist service provider to the asset management industry, provides legal and financial 

services, investment consultancy, outsourcing, analytics and complementary advice and support to fund 

managers, investors and their counterparties, together forming an end-to-end platform of services to asset 

management. 

 

From its offices in Europe’s major asset management centres and across North America, MJ Hudson’s team 

of 230 professionals works in all alternative and traditional asset classes, including private equity, venture 

capital, hedge funds, real estate, infrastructure, energy, private credit and the equity and debt capital 

markets.  

 

The firm was admitted to the AIM market of the London Stock Exchange on 12 December 2019 and trades 

under the MJH.L symbol. 


